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Correspondence

The Health Service Bill
SIR,-The initial difficulty most doctors experience in facing

up to the National Health Service Bill is that all their training
has been to fit them to fight for the lives and interests of others,
and not themselves, so that they are rendered peculiarly vulner-
able to this unwarranted attack upon their freedom and inde-
pendence. " Unwarranted," I think, is the right word, because
the " private enterprise," so despised of the Socialist doctrinaire,
has played such an all-important part in making medicine the
highly efficient profession that it is to-day.

If the Bill gave primary importance to the most pressing
issue with which we are faced to-day--namely, lack of hospital
beds, staff to run them, and better facilities for treatment-
then we should feel more inclined to recognize that Mr. Aneurin
Bevan knows what he is talking about. But no; this is rele-
gated to comparative obscurity in comparison with the endea-
vour to make us swell the already indecently overcrowded ranks
of the Civil Service. A possible failure in the health services
makes the already gloomy list of Government failures in coal
and housing pale into insignificance; nor will any promise
as to the continuance of " private practice" reassure us,
with the recent memory of the broken pledge to the approved
societies.

Let us be quite clear: the seven Principles are vital; Mr.
Aneurin Bevan refused to negotiate with us, let us refuse to
co-operate with him unless he concedes these Principles.-I
am etc.,

Crawicy Down. A. OR-EwING.

SIR,-On the eve of what must surely be the most important
Representative Meeting that has ever been held, and coinciding
as it does with the second reading of the Health Service Bill
in Parliament, may I plead with my fellow delegates, and with
all the eloquence in my power, that they will now lift and
separate from the main mass of arguable matter contained in
the Bill those one or two points-there are no more and there
may be fewer-upon which the profession may decide neither
to argue nor to compromise, but at need to " stand and fight."
It has been a weakness of past Representative Meetings, per-
haps unavoidable in the absence of definite Government pro-
posals, that there have been so many aspects of a scheme to
revolutionize medical practice under discussion at the same
time. In the mass of resolutions, at times overlapping or even
conflicting, it has become difficult for the rank and file to see
"the wood for the trees."
The confusional possibilities of what one of your correspon-

dents calls a "cloud of words" are as endless as they are
dangerous. An instance comes readily to mind. In the B.M.A.
circular on the Bill under the heading "Family Practitioner
Services," and repeated in the agenda for the Representative
Meeting, the direction of doctors, the form of remuneration,
and the disposal of practice goodwill are treated as three
separate points. Surely on reflection it is apparent that they
are corollaries of each other to the extent of being indivisible.
The freedom of doctors to settle where they wish, payment by
capitation fees, and the disposal by sale of practice goodwill
taken together form a logical sequence, and a system that en-
sures the continued independence of the profession; taken
separately they become meaningless symbols, of no practical
value. In the same way their antitheses-direction, payment
by salary, and abolition of practice sales-do not lead to a
salaried service; they mean that it is here with us as an accom-
plished fact. I submit that here there are not three principles,
but one, to be debated as one. Herein too, perhaps, is the
outstanding principle of all. Indeed I am tempted to regard
it as the only one which has emerged so far which justifies a
fight. The B.M.A. is raising a defence fund; what for ? Let
us hear now, not in vague general principles, but in concrete
terms, phrased in plain and simple language, and, if possible,
without qualification.-I am, etc.,
Derby. E. D. BROSTER.

SIR,- As a Socialist of sixty years' standing, a general medical
practitioner in every class of practice, a supporter in the main
of the present Government, an old friendly acquaintance of the
Prime Minister, and a member of the B.M.A. for many decades,I should like to express my enthusiastic agreement with thearguments and with the proposals in Dr. W. M. Frazer's letter
(April 20, p. 621).
A quarter of a century ago I wrote a book which was pub-

lished under the title of A National Health Policy. Speaking
of the panel system and free choice, I said:
" If a panel doctor -feels that his patient needs visiting every dayfor six months, he is, at any rate, at liberty to do so without addingto the poverty of the home. If he does not rise to. the opportunitythen it is human nature that wants reforming. No system will tendto help much, least of all would a full-time salaried service, whichwould inevitably take away from the patient all initiative, control,and choice.
It is true that doctors who temperamentally take little pride indoing good work neglect it just as they used to do, but their neglectis not due to the panel system, and, fortunately, they form a verysmall minority. Moreover, the panel system has not only noresponsibility for the creation of this neglect, but actually providesthe only efficient remedies for it.
A remedy is rarely very effective in practice unless its applicationis in the hands of those who will gain by its success or suffer fromthat which it is devised to cure. If we had a system of salariedState doctors, it would still be the patient who would mainly sufferfrom the doctor's neglect, but it would have to be some public com-mittee or State Department that would administer the criticism orinflict the penalty. The panel system has the great merit of placingthe remedy largely in the hands of the patient. Flagrant cases are,in addition, treated by the public authorities with fine or expulsion,but the principal power lies with the panel patient himself. In thefirst place, he is free to choose whatever doctor in his district is ofbest repute, and if he is dissatisfied with his doctor and loses con-fidence in his skill or attentiveness he is free to leave him and chooseanother. There lies the true remedy for slackness and malpractice.The doctor's income depends on the number of patients who selecthim and, having selected him, remain with him. Unfortunately, inthe past the apathy of some of the doctors has been as nothingcompared with the apathy of the great mass of panel patients. Theeyhave been apt to ' grouse ' but not to act. They are at last beginningto realize their powers; and it is up to them, by a mere process ofselection, to eliminate from the ranks of panel doctors the dwindlingminonty of slackers-the only ones who gain publicity.
Under the Insurance Act no provision has yet been made forspecialist and hospital treatment, which nowadays forms so essentiala part of a complete medical service. Until these additional servicesare included, and until the dependants of the employed populationalso come under the panel system, it cannot be regarded as completeeven for its limited purposes. But so far as it goes it is, in myopinion, the best system yet devised, and I should much like to seeit applied to other departments of practical economics.
It is not fair to debit the panel system with the fundamental defectof the National Insurance Act, which is that it is appiicable to oneclass of the population only, affording a typical instance of classlegislation. Nor is it a defect in the panel system itself that, evenwithin that class, its potential benefits are available only to certainindividuals in each family, or that, as stated above, it provides onlyan incomplete medical and surgical service, the more urgent andvitally important services being still entirely outside the insuredperson's reach.
Were the present panel service of general practitioners supple-mented by an efficient and properly organized service of operatingsurgeons, and ophthalmic, gynaecological, and dental specialists, andadequate hospital accommodation, including all modern means ofdiagnosis; and were greater ' freedom of choice ' given to theindividual patient, the machinery simplified, and the connexionbetween the medical service and approved societies abolished, it isdoubtful if a better system could at present be devised. The old-fashioned individual fee-hunting medical practice is condemned byexperience as well as by the merest common sense. Under it, propermed-ical attenition is barred for the majority of poor people. Asalaried general practitioner service, on the lines of the Poor Law,would essentially reduce the position of the individual patient to astatus difficult to describe other than as that of a pauper, for nocomparison is possible between a ' family doctor' service and suchservices as the police or judicial. It would give increased power and

security to the slackers in the medical profession, while discouraginghopelessly the more zealous. Keen men will do good work underany system, but the system is the best which places within the reachof the greatest number all the medical skill available, and gives themaximum encouragementt to its exercise."
$ y views to-day are pretty much the same as they were

then.--I am, etc.,
Londion. El.. HARRY ROBERTS.
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